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This is Planacy 
A business needs to be planned and analyzed, both operationally and financially, in order to make qualified and 

successful decisions. Manual planning is repetitive and takes a long time. Often with less quality and safety as a 

result. Therefore, we have created a modern planning platform that supports your business with a fast, safe and 

more collaborative process. Your planning process will simply be easier and more value-creating. 

This is Planacy – a modern planning platform for budget, forecast and planning. A scalable and flexible planning 

platform built to handle a complex reality and that can easily grow and develop with the company. 

With Planacy and our unique configurability, the customer gets a planning platform fully tailored to their business and 

processes. A modern system with easy and powerful functions that simplifies the financial and operational planning 

for both the company and all involved in the planning process. A platform that allows the organization to collaborate 

and move in one same direction with an inclusive and coherent budget, forecast and planning for the entire company.  

 

 

Simplifying 
Collaborative and continuous planning 
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A faster, safer and more collaborative planning 
process 
Planacy is built with the latest web technology and many powerful functions. Below are some examples on how 

Planacy gives you a faster, safer and more collaborative planning process. 

Planacys powerful workflow-support automates and defines the workflow and provides answers to questions like: 

which employees and departments are lagging behind? who has submitted a statement? what scenario and what 

budgets are left to approve? All input is saved and consolidated automatically and the data becomes available to 

users to review. Permissions can be assigned per role or responsibility. 

The Planacy platform allows you to frequently update forecasts, increasing the accuracy of budget and forecasts. A 

dynamic and operational rolling forecast will give you a improved forward looking. 

With no manual work with data collection and version control, the anxiety of Excel spreadsheets that can crash or 

incorrect numbers it is easy to run a structured and controlled planning process. 

Different types of models and templates can be used, reused and interconnected to create an integrated process 

where everyone moves in the same direction.  

Automation, structure, control, precision and an improved forward looking provides you with a faster, safer and more 

collaborative planning process. Simply a easier and more value-creating planning process. 

Integrations with the best BI on the market - Qlik 

 

By integrating Planacy planning platform with your Qlik® platform, you are taking advantage of your already made 

investments in both data model and analysis objects. You get a coherent solution for analysis and reporting and 

budget, forecast and planning. 

As data models and analysis are already in place, it's easy to get started with Planacy. You get support for all types of 

planning such as: financial budgeting, fixed and rolling forecasts, sales planning, purchasing planning and operational 

planning such as staff, projects and investments.  

Whether you need a standalone operational planning tool for individual processes or a coherent and streamlined 

platform, Planacy simplifies your planning work. Seamless integrations with QlikView® and Qlik Sense® together 

with Planacy's powerful functions also enable collaborative and more continuous planning of your business  
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Easier and faster  
Planacy's workflow support and the modern, intuitive user interface with powerful 

functions make budgeting and forecasting easy. With consistent and quality assured 

actuals data in the platform, you can quickly create a new budget or forecast round. 

It gives you a better forward look. 

 

 

 

Seamless integrations 
Planacy is complete and seamlessly integratable with your Qlik® platform. Through 

integrated Qlik® objects and applications, you can easily analyze reference data, 

forecast data and the flow in the planning process. Find and analyze deviations in the 

Qlik® application and then move directly into the prognosis template with the same 

selection to correct the current forecast. 

 

  

 

More value creating 
Integrate Planacy with your Qlik® platform and gain better control over your planning 

process, increased quality of work and better decision support. You'll get rid of all 

manual work with data collection and version control, the anxiety of Excel 

spreadsheets that can crash or incorrect numbers. You get analysis and data that 

you can trust directly in Planacy. CFOs and controllers can instead support the 

organization in their work and spend more time on analysis and other value-creating 

activities. 

 

 

 

Planacy support all types of planning 
Financial and operational budgeting, rolling forecasts, resource planning, sales planning and purchasing planning are 

just a few examples of all the types of planning that Planacy can handle. 

You can plan on the level of detail your business requires. Make low-level plans e.g. employee, SKU and account or at 

aggregated level e.g. organization, product group, and account group. And then subdivide to lower levels. 

Do you plan top-down, bottom-up, account-based, driver-based or rolling 12? Plan according to the method or 

combination of methods that suit your business. You can work with an unlimited number of accrual keys, such as 

based on the outcome or budget from the previous year. 

Input is given in the form of financial and non-financial data. Including cost and revenue drivers and KPIs in models 

and plans improves quality and employee involvement – both in budget and forecasting. With increased use of cost 

and revenue drivers, you reduce the level of detail and get closer to the everyday reality and the concepts used in the 

business. 
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The implementation 
Planacy uses modern technology and integrates with existing systems. Therefore, we can take advantage of your 

existing investments. Planacy’s powerful features also support the end user, making work easier and the learning 

time short. This altogether, makes the implementation phase quick and easy.  

 

On-Prem or in Private Cloud 
Planacy is a web-based planning platform that is installed on-premise and integrated with the business system and 

your BI platform. Neither administrator nor user needs to make any settings on server or on local machines. 

Everything is managed through the browser interface. Would you rather have the Planacy platform in the cloud? Then 

Planacy can be hosted or installed in your private cloud. 

In summary 
Planacy is a modern planning platform that integrates with your platform from QlikView® or Qlik Sense®. With 

Planacy, you get a planning platform with a unique flexibility and configurability. Fully customizable according to your 

business, process and its needs. Integrate budget, forecast and planning with your Qlik® platform today – visit 

planacy.com.  

 


